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TAX REVOLT

Suggestions that we should embark on a tax revolt are stupid and impractical.
We all know that SARS will bite you if you do not pay your taxes.

Much smarter move is to vote for the party that will reduce all taxes. The Free Democrats will reduce
VAT to L4 yo, increase the primary rebate to R250 000,00 (those who earn a gross income of
R250 000,00 and less per year will pay no income tax), reduce dividend tax to L5 % and increase the
tax free amount earned as interest to R100 000,00 per year.
These measures will serve to support those who save and exercise financial restraint, boost the
economy and create quality jobs.

till now those who have spent recklessly or incurred unnecessary debt have been supported by the
ANC government. At the same time the ANC government has taken particular pleasure in punishing
Up

hard workers and savers while rewarding idle loafers, party hacks, cronies, comrades and cadres.
The Free Democrats propose a full tax deduction of all medical expenses, all security expenses and all
contributions made towards education and training of your dependent children.

The ANC government has failed us on many fronts, but especially in healthcare, education and in
security. lt is only fair that individual citizens should be allowed a full tax deduction for expenses
incurred due to the failings of the ANC government.
Parliament decides the tax laws. At the 2019 South African election all registered voters will decide
the makeup of the next parliament.
A vote for the Free Democrats will be a vote for less taxes across the board.

Register your disgust with ANC style corruption and waste by voting for the Free Democrats.
Forget the DA, they do not know what they want.
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